Fact sheet

Gain insight; keep your
business up and running
HPE Continuity Services Workshop
Insights
• Take part in the HPE Continuity
Workshop; our proven approach
stimulates and facilitates discussion.
• Clarify business drivers and benefits
for implementing the right level of
continuity.
• Get results, including a workshop report
that outlines findings and recommended
next steps.

Without continuity planning, business stops when there’s
a disruption. The question is: how to plan well to keep
it going? Participate in the HPE Continuity Services
Workshop—we have some ideas to share.
Safeguard your business
If your business is like most, evolving to a
digital business model, success depends
heavily on the continuous operation of your
IT-supported business processes. Interruption
of any kind can affect your organization’s
costs, and also its revenue, customer
retention, corporate reputation, and stock
price—to name a few.

services provide rapid recovery at price points
previously associated with solutions taking
several days. Now is the time to look again
and see how HPE can help you achieve the
levels of continuity confidence you need
within the world of flat or shrinking budgets.

Attend and build steps

Continuity planning is a vital and sometimes
compulsory component of safeguarding your
business and protecting your stakeholders
and customers. Yet organizations often
struggle to balance the costs of continuity
with the speed of recovery and level of
confidence required.

The HPE Continuity Services Workshop is a
facilitated interactive session that will help you
define your roadmap and transform your
continuity preparations. Using our proven
workshop approach, you will establish a way
forward for implementing an acceptable level of
continuity readiness your business expects—
in the most cost-effective way—while taking
into account the latest industry solutions.

Many consider their current strategies as
too expensive, not in line with business
requirements, or question whether their
plans would actually work should they ever
be tested in a real situation. Hewlett Packard
Enterprise (HPE) cloud-based recovery

Through knowledge sharing and an
interactive discussion, a tangible set of next
steps will be developed, based on your
specific business drivers, continuity objectives,
and current continuity maturity level.
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Get the help you need

Move forward

With the HPE Continuity Workshop, you will
get help:

As follow-up to the HPE Continuity Services
Workshop, you will receive a workshop
report, outlining findings and recommended
next steps.

• Clarifying business drivers and benefits for
implementing the right level of continuity.
• Identifying areas where performance
improvements or cost savings may be made.
• Gaining consensus and buy-in for
transformation activities.

Learn more at

hp.com/services/continuity

• Improving progress and confidence in your
continuity solutions.

Know the details
• Workshop is half- to one-day long.
• Its proven approach combines printed
panels and presentation to stimulate and
facilitate discussion.
• Every session uses whiteboard panels to
collect and organize your input.
• A central roadmap panel defines next steps
and timelines.
• Workshop targets C-level and senior
business and IT management audiences.
• Every session is business and/or IT service
continuity focused.
• It provides a more in-depth investigation,
which may build on a previous HPE
Continuity Services client briefing session.

Sign up for updates
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